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SPEAKING TESTIMONIALS 
 
 
 
Your powerful presentations, genuine kindness and compassion to our students and staff resonated throughout.  
Personally, it lifted my spirits and energy to continue the quest.  I have listened to many presentations in the 20+ 
years of my educational experience and believe the presentation you gave to our students during the Hunger 
Banquet exceeded all of them in power, inspiration and wisdom.  I felt I was in the presence of some of the great 
figures of our global history and as I reflected on the evening I imagined it must have been similar to hearing 
Martin Luther King Jr. or Nelson Mandela.  Please forgive me if this sounds like flattery – it is not; I genuinely 
mean every letter. [High school principal] 
 
 
I would first like to thank you for that beautiful speech you gave on Tuesday, June 28th, 2011. I don't believe I 
have ever had a more moving experience in my entire life.  You have woken something up inside of me that has 
changed my life. I will use this newfound energy to continue to serve our children and families and it is all 
thanks to you.  [social work supervisor] 
 
 
Meeting you and listening to you speak was the highlight of the conference. You are one of the most dynamic 
speakers I have ever had the pleasure to hear ... and I've heard many. 
 
 
Words seem woefully inadequate in expressing how much on-par you are, with all that you shared with us 
during your presentation at Fordham on August 11th 2005. I thank you deeply for your gems of wisdom, and here 
in my corner of the world will do my part to my best to aid this yeomen work of the Spirit that has found such 
sweet and tender expression in you. I wish you God speed. 
 
 
I was blessed with the opportunity to hear Jaiya speak this week in Warwick, Rhode Island. I work with at risk 
youth in a staff secure group home and I was fortunate to be able to take 6 girls to hear Jaiya speak. I have 
worked in this field for quite a long time and have been fortunate to experience so many amazing things with 
these young ladies, but never in my life have I seen them so moved and inspired. They left that day walking 
taller with a sense of pride for what they have been through, not shame. That is an amazing accomplishment and 
yet another one Jaiya should be proud of. 
 
 
The Workforce Partnership hosted Jaiya John this last Friday for our Foster Youth Career Development and 
Employment Forum. His presentation was by far the most profound and soul stirring that I have encountered in 
the professional/youth development world IN YEARS! And while the message certainly spoke to the 
professionals in the room, it was amazing to see and hear the impact that Jaiya's story and presentation had on 
the foster youth at the forum. I walked away touched, crying and wishing that all of the JCCS/CNC kids could 
have been there!  
 
 



Jaiya… Thank you so much for joining us at San Pasqual Union School on Friday morning!  It takes special skills 
to keep a "barn" full of middle school students engaged an inspired for 60 whole minutes. Your message was 
clearly the right message at the right time for a group of kids figuring out who they are and how they fit into this 
world.  I know your words of hope, responsibility, and resilience resonated loud and clear and will do so for a 
long time to come.  Again many thanks and we look forward to welcoming you back again in the future.       
 
 
I have just had the honor of an incredible awakening, thanks to you! I am so grateful that you came and spoke so 
openly to our group of Vermonters committed to children. I was mesmerized by your words and your heart. 
Your passion and your song has so touched me and made me see myself. 
 
 
You left quite an impression on me. You are an amazing person! 
 
 
I'm gonna be something because you saved my life today! [From a youth]. 
 
 
Ya' a' teeh, Jaiya. I thank Diyin for gifted individuals like you because it is very difficult for "helpers" like me to 
seek therapeutic services when I am "running on fumes" and nearly empty (emotionally/psychologically) It's 
tough when there's no one to turn to in confidence. Your natural gift of connecting through empathy was very 
reassuring to me. I wept when I listened to you read ' For all those who serve children with honor'. I wish I had 
recorded you. 
 
 
Ya' a teeh, Jaiya. Thank you so much for being such a wonderful advocate for our at-risk children and lifting up 
those who get beaten down for trying to help...like me. May Diyin continue to work wonders through you, you 
have a true gift of inspiring folks like me. You are a gift!    
 
 
Thank you so much for the time you had taken to come to the mother land (Navjao Nation). We very much 
enjoyed your presentation and appreciated the restoration that had come for our souls. All of our participants felt 
that their time was well worth it and I know that you have left lasting memories with all. Keep on encouraging 
others because there are so few people in the world any more who can inspire others so deeply. You are a 
wonderful human being. I am glad we are able to see one another’s light. I was telling my husband about your 
presentation and many other people. The message you carry spreads like wild because it is so positive. I know the 
others you talked to are also talking. The moccasin message carrier travels far and wide! 
 
 
I really do not have words to thank you for coming, for bringing and sharing your amazing loving energy with us 
and all of the conference attendees. I can imagine that you have this experience often that people just want to be 
in your presence, as it is full of loving spirit. I truly believe that there was a sort of "hangover" effect (in a good 
way!) of that feeling, and our conference was a great success. 
 
 
Thank-you once again, for both your truly stirring and deeply inspiring remarks. The day before your closing 
remarks, I had achieved the twenty- year mark of being a Clinical Social Worker for CYFD.  My spirits had 
been low. Well, you so beautifully, artfully and wonderfully expressed why I, and so many of my colleagues over 
the years, do this work! I was reminded that I had been blessed to do important work, and that would be the case 
no matter where I was living and working. After hearing your remarks, I was nearly in tears because it was so 
moving, and all that you said was really a gift to all of us. Several of my foster parent clients were present at the 
conference, and they told me how inspired and impressed they were by your remarks.  One relative foster parent, 
had never been to a conference, and she said that it was worth the cost to have heard you.  She and another client 



said that they felt newly inspired about their role as foster parents. I just wish that I could put into words how 
much listening to and meeting you did for me. Suffice it to say, clearly, you are doing precisely what you were 
meant to do, and you are doing your important work with tremendous intelligence, heart and humor. I wish that 
I could work for your organization! 
 
 
There are no words which could express how grateful, fulfilled, empowered, at home/peace... that I feel at this 
very moment. I feel so inspired by you and that my life, though beautiful and wonderful already, will be different 
from this moment on.  I find great comfort in knowing that, while my fingers strike this keyboard to type these 
words, your feet are planted somewhere on Earth and there are other lives benefiting from your presence of 
strength and love.  With all my heart, I hope our paths cross again. With all my heart, soul, body, mind and ALL 
the love that God created (my mother used to say these words to me each time we spoke), Thank You, Thank 
You... Thank You!!! 
 
 
Dear Jaiya... Hello my name is Elizabeth, i am one of the students that heard your inspiring poems. Thank you 
so much and i hope that we can keep in touch and help me with any problems i may face in my future. Thank 
you. [high school student] 
 
 
The thoughts you personally shared with us were very genuine, heartfelt and insightful. We enjoyed meeting 
with you and speaking with you after your presentation, as well. 
 
 
It was really a pleasure to have you as a keynote speaker at our conference. You were the talk of the conference 
after we met you. We kept commenting about how you really touched us and of course, talked about your books. 
Yes, I wish I had more time to talk to you as you were such an inspiration. I have become a fan on your face 
book. Como siempre. 
 
 
I attended the general session of the Growing Pains Conference last week in Maryland, and you were such a 
blessing to me. Again I appreciate you and I thank God for you. I will continue to pray for your strength and 
endurance as you continue to enhance the lives of others. 
 
 
You touched so many educators at this event and I’m sure you continue to do so. 
 
 
Thank you for teaching me how to be fostered by my foster kids. 
 
 
Thank you for your words. Continua cantando una cancion. You have been making a difference since you were 
born. Aleluja!  
 
 
Thank you for coming. I enjoyed and took in every word you said. [youth] 
 
 
Your words and presence have truly inspired me. [youth] 
 
 
You are such an amazing person! Thanks for coming. [foster youth] 
 



 
Thank you! It was amazing. [foster youth] 
 
 
Dearest Fellow Healer... I don't know how to express my appreciation to you to the level I desire to. There are no 
adjectives. I feel inadequate. No words, period. 
 
 
Your spirit really touched me as well as the message you were giving. It’s rare you come across someone with the 
poetic grace you carry delivering words to help us open our hearts, encourage and inspire. It was an honor to  
hear you speak and more importantly learn. At the end of a long day with giving of my time and service at  
the conference I went home and held my baby boy in my arms and called him precious and thought of  
you and the message that you can never give them too much love. Thank you for reminding me of that and  
may your journey be blessed. 
 
 
 
I was very moved and responsive to your speaking. I felt compelled to write you and let you know what a 
wonderful day that Thursday turned out to be. From the moment I left the Elks Lodge my day just continued to 
seem brighter and brighter. I want to thank you for lifting my spirit; I needed that. As I sit here and reflect on 
what you spoke of I wanted to thank you for inspiring me. I appreciate the time, energy and love you brought to 
Chico. 
 
 
Thank you once again for yesterday's incredible talk.  I was still thinking about it today during my creative 
writing class in juvenile hall. [student] 
 
 
I am a social worker at Fresno County Department of Social Services. Your messages were enlightening and 
inspirational that touched my heart and reminded me, why I advocate for Children and Families with all my 
passion. So thank you, for the inspiration, and I encourage you to continue with the work you do!  
 
 
Dear Jaya: I feel blessed by your remarkable presentation.  I think every person in attendance left recommitted to 
protecting every child in the many ways you described. 
 
 
Jaiya: Everyone at the School of Social Work is still talking about your remarkable presentation. We would so 
like to spread your powerful words far and wide. 
 
 
You touched many people here in Fresno.  Your message and your presence is still spoken of among those who 
had the opportunity to share. 
 
 
Your closing keynote was wonderfully inspiring.  Thank you for your blessings. 
 
 
What an honor listening to @JaiyaJohn deliver such a rejuvenating message today! Many thanks, Dr. John. 
#childwelfare 
 
 



I couldn't agree more! What an enjoyable afternoon. You are an amazing speaker and so uplifting. CYFS thanks 
you! 
 
 
I want to thank you again for coming and speaking to our office all staff. As a supervisor, doing the job for 
decades, I have 6 staff, 4 of which are very young and impressionable. It was nice to have such a positive 
uplifting expression to impress upon them. The 2 older (still under 30) staff I have are having some soul 
searching recently due to issues they have dealt with on their cases and in their lives. Both felt you were talking 
straight to them and that is awesome! However, they are all wrong...I know you were speaking to me because 
you described too much of how I feel, what I see, and how I hope for the future of the children I continue to 
advocate for strongly. Knowing I was getting into a "thankless job" when I started, I never expected anyone's 
acknowledgement and you were a pleasant surprise. Be blessed always! 
 
 
Jaiya, Thank you for being the voice of the children in care and social workers. 
 
 
Now I am going to be looking at my daughter in a different way. I am going to let her know I appreciate her 
more. Now I am going to get involved in her world. Thank you. 
 
 
Jaiya John is so inspirational. I appreciate his openness and also believe in what he says. Thank you. 
 
 
Jaiya- you are beautiful and your messages touched my heart and will live in my work. Blessings to you in all 
your journeys. Peace. 
 
 
Mr. Jaiya, Continue teaching departments about the “real” issues that affect children and families. Also, please 
continue inspiring the children and social workers to follow their “dreams”.  
 
 
Jaiya John was amazing and inspiring. 
 
 
Thank you for sharing your love with us. 
 
 
Amazing guest speaker. 
 
 
I enjoyed the speaker. He was such a blessing. 
 
 
Jaiya John was inspiring, motivational, real and a breath of fresh air to my mind, spirit, & soul. Thank you for 
being the voice and heart of the children that we have been called to serve. 
 
 
I am thankful for the inspirational speaker. 
 
 
Jaiya- Thank you for your personal story. Your story will help me understand why my 2 foster daughters 
struggle. Thank you so much. 



 
 
Thank you for the perspective and for the renewal of purpose in our hearts Jaiya. 
 
 
I was really touched by Jaiya’s testimonies. It was encouraging and inspiring. 
 
 
I felt that Jaiya gave me a new perspective of what it’s like to grow up in the public child welfare system. He was 
engaging and extremely insightful. It inspired me to want to do more and be more. 
 
 
I love it, it was eye opening. Thanks for everything and all the information. 
 
 
Jaiya was inspiring. With statistics the way they are, he is the reason we do this. Not that we aspire that they 
should all be famous, just whole. 
 
 
Jaiya, you are a gift from God. I am a foster parent. I am excited to have met you. What a testimony. You have 
given me an insight to my kids with what they might feel but may be afraid to share. Thank you for our books 
and for taking the time to sign them. Forever grateful. 
 
 
Jaiya, dear Jaiya- “Your Labor is not in vain in the Lord”. The difference between ordinary and extraordinary is 
that little extra. You definitely go the extra mile. Your heart, your passion is so incredibly evident. Continue to 
scatter joy. We all love you! 
 
 
I’m thankful and grateful I was one of the blessed staff who was able to attend this event. Jaiya brought me to a 
moment of beauty and a place that is human. As an eligibility worker, he ignited in me the initial reason why I 
am a line staff member and employee of DSS. Thankful for my job, coworkers, supervisor, and family. 
 
 
I enjoyed the speaker very much. I could tell he is an awesome man of God. It was a blessing to hear him share 
his story. I pray the Lord uses him in his ministry in a mighty way and blesses his life tremendously! God Bless 
you & your family. 
 
 
Your involvement and message went a long way towards ensuring success of our celebration and I am very 
appreciative of that. The stage was set when you spoke to the youth at the Ranch, and the reception you received 
from them clenched it for me- that is what really mattered! I have received more favorable feedback from this 
event than any other we have ever hosted- many of the comments being from people I typically do not hear 
from. 
 
 
Jaiya had a profound impact on mom. She heard a few words, lived his warmth the entire talk, and into her 
spontaneous touch of his hand. Compassionate presence may best be lived and modeled. Mom will have the heart 
connection long after the memory of the altogether unexpected flow of energy. Growing up one of my most vivid 
memories of blacks was standing waiting for a city bus, downtown Amarillo, in front of Kress's a 5 and dime 
store. Blacks stood with us waiting. I was close to the ground, being about 4. I saw a penny, reached down to pick 
it up. Mom grabbed me saying 'don't pick that up, it might have been in a black nigger's mouth.’ The suffering 



and compassion of Jaiya and loving without reservation just melted that vestige of mom's fear of the unknown 
black skin she had learned to reject. Change at 90 years old. How wonderful. 
 
 
The speaker you brought in was one of the best I have ever heard. He is so gifted. I was so glad to be there and to 
hear a man speak from his heart and touch everyone in the audience… [the mayor of Amarillo, TX] 
 
 
Jaiya John was a tremendous speaker- could not have been better! 
 
 
Thank you for the awesome speaker Jaiya John. He was great and thank you for the book. That was so nice of 
both of you. God bless you! [youth] 
 
 
I appreciated the open and supportive spirit of the speaker. 
 
 
Very inspiring speaker. 
 
 
Jaiya John was, as before, inspirational and wonderful. 
 
 
Jaiya, a true Light Worker!!! 
 
 
As our speaker talked it took me back to my own childhood. Not as a foster child, just a child, how I longed to 
meet my father. He was found when I was 40 something, it was too late, he was already gone. But it still gave me 
closure to have the history. 
 
 
Your speech was incredible. It spoke to my student body. The audience of all races said, "They liked the way you 
spoke because you did not direct what you were saying to one specific race or ethnic group." The teachers said, 
"He spoke to the kids on a real level that they could understand." They appreciated the speech that you gave and 
hopefully it changed the way people look at racism and other issues dealing with color or racism. 
 
 
Jaiya, Your words of inspiration and wisdom are most amazing! Your words are LIFE! They give hope, promise, 
and a direction that allows one to reflect within him/herself that CHANGE needs to occur. Wow....Your 
Words....POWERFUL! 
 
 
Thank you for gracing us with your presence and your words today Jaiya. San Diego's Educational Summit was 
another year strong! Your words are always good for the soul. 
 
 
Thank you for inspiring our Rhode Island youth this evening. You have such an amazing ability to instantly and 
deeply connect with people. I heard kids saying, "he was talking to ME!" You were born for this and we are 
grateful to call you a friend. Namaste. 
 
 



What an inspiration...soaking in your wisdom at the DYC conference today...I was the one who asked you to 
autograph my copy of your poems (Legendary) before you could even leave the ballroom area...thank you many, 
many times over! I spent the 3 hour trip home to Colorado Springs blessed by reading & re-reading each 
page...plan to share much of it with teachers, staff & kids as I leave DYC and begin work as a principal at an 
alternative (6-12) school...Thank you! 
 
 
What a pleasure it was to see you speak at the DYC conference! You have such a divine soul and your 
compassion and caring for youth is very apparent. Your words were inspiring and reminded me why I continue 
to walk this journey with the young men and women who I am blessed to work with. Thank you for touching 
my heart! It was dynamic!!! 
 
 
Thank you for shining your light on all of us at the DYC! It was a pleasure, an inspiration and a deep drink for a 
thirsty group. Namaste. 
 
 
Hi Jaiya, I want to thank you so much for reminding me of what's inside me and to take care and to cleanse. 
 
 
Sitting here listening in amazement. Thank you for reminding me of why I do what I do!!! 
 
 
Hello Jaiya - I want to thank you again for coming to present last week in Sacramento, CA to the DHHS at Sac 
County Social Worker and staff. I was completely inspired by you and your powerful word. It continues to touch 
me. Just this morning I was enjoying the sun in my backyard, reading from your book, "Legendary", and feeling 
it to my soul. I am a supervising Social Worker and it is a blessing, to me, to hear and feel appreciation regarding 
the work we do as we don't always get this - as you know. I bought all your books and my life partner is the 
professor at CSUS in the Department of Social Work. She will pass on your message to her students. We must 
pay your word forward. 
 
 
I just finished seminar in Sacramento Ca and Jaiya rocked my world! 
 
 
 
 


